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BRAIDED CROISSANT 
WITH DUCK & PEARS FILLING

Braided croissant with duck & pears filling

Code Ingredient Brand g % g/kg

Croissant dough 180 61,02 610,17

Duck with pears terrine 80 27,12 271,19

58100013 Gelatin mass Sosa 15 5,08 50,85

44200145 Fruit&Sauce pears Sosa 20 6,78 67,80

Polish for butter croissant dough

For 18 units Total 295 1000

Cut the croissant dough into 12.5x12 cm sheets and make a cut every 2 cm leaving an uncut 
side, as if it were a comb. Braid the cuts and place a 2.5x8 cm sheet in the middle. Roll 
and place the braid on a tray. Ferment it at 28 °C for 2 hours and bake it at 160 °C for 
20 minutes. Let cool and spread neutral gelatine on the surface with a brush. Decorate with 
some Fruit&Sauce pear pieces.

The percentages and parts per thou-
sand are related to the total weight of 
the ingredients in the table.
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BRAIDED CROISSANT 
WITH DUCK & PEARS FILLING

Croissant dough

Code Ingredient Brand g % g/kg

Flour Frolla 6320 750 26,14 261,42

Flour Panettone 6384 250 8,71 87,14

Salt 20 0,70 6,97

00100011 Sugar Sosa 100 3,49 34,86

00100112 Trehalose Sosa 50 1,74 17,43

00030533 Dry Yeast Gold Powder Sosa 19 0,66 6,62

Whole Milk 480 16,73 167,31

Toasted butter 200 6,97 69,71

Polish 100 3,49 34,86

Dry butter 900 31,37 313,70

For 2.8 kg Total 2869 1000

Mix all the ingredients, apart the 900 g dry butter, in the mixer bowl with a hook 
until the dough is +24 ºC. Round a 2 kg dough ball of 2 kg, cover it with plastic 
film and let rest for 60 minutes in room temperature (+25 ºC). Take the 2 kg dough 
and stretch it to 40x60 cm on a tray. Cover it with plastic film and keep in the fridge 
(+4 ºC) for at least 2 hours. Laminate the block of butter to 40x40 cm. While the 
butter is still cold and elastic, take the croissant dough and put the butter on it. Make 
a simple fold and let set in the fridge for 30 minutes. Laminate the dough with the 
butter to 5 mm and make a double fold. Let the dough rest in the fridge for 1 hour. 
Laminate the dough to 5 mm thick.

Duck with pears terrine

Code Ingredient Brand g % g/kg

Confit duck leg 400 60,02 600,15

Water 150 22,51 225,06

19021655 Duck stock Culinary Journey 3,50 0,53 5,25

47800021 Freeze-dried herbs Sosa 3 0,45 4,50

58050031 Gelburger Sosa 10 1,50 15

44200145 Fruit& sauce pear Sosa 100 15 150,04

For 24 units Total 666,50 1000

Crumble the duck meat into large pieces, removing the fat and skin, and chop lightly 
with a knife. Drain the pear dice and add to the duck. Dress the mixture with the herb 
salad. Besides, mix the water with the duck meat. Finally add the Gelburguer while 
stirring until it is well integrated. Press the filling on a tray 3 cm thick. Let stand an hour 
before using.
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BRAIDED CROISSANT 
WITH DUCK & PEARS FILLING

Polish for butter croissant dough

Code Ingredient Brand g % g/kg

Panettone flour 575 47,21 472,09

Water 630 51,72 517,24

00030533 Gold yeast powder Sosa 8 0,66 6,57

00100011 Sugar Sosa 5 0,41 4,11

For 1.2 kg Total 1218 1000

Use a large bowl to mix all the ingredients together with a hand whisk. When all 
the flour is well integrated with the liquid, close the bowl with plastic film and let the 
polish set in the fridge for 6 hours before use.


